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By Nick Ruderman

Ruderman Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 358 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x
5.9in. x 0.9in.This work brings together the history of philosophy and its significant influence upon
the religions of the world and subsequently on politics, culture, art, medicine, law, and ethics. While
Western philosophy has its origins in Asia, having been imported to Athens by Pericles wife Aspasia
to help in the restoration of the democracy, it was through its citizens (and critics) Socrates and his
student Plato that philosophy was popularized. Platos foreign student and friend Aristotle
introduced such disciplines as physics, metaphysics, logic, psychology, biology, and zoology to the
philosophical tradition. While the philosophy of Plato and Socrates would go on to have an
enormous influence in Europe through the writings of a Jewish philosopher named Philo and the
conversion of the Roman Empire to Christianity in the 4th-5th centuries, it was to result in Aristotles
writings being banned from Europe and smuggled to Syria where they were translated into Arabic
and then Hebrew. With the rise of Islam in the 6th-7th centuries Aristotles works were given
prominence and by the 8th century Arabic was the international language of science with influence
in Andalusia (Spain) to half...
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This pdf is definitely not easy to get started on studying but quite entertaining to read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then
never. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ms. Fa tim a  Er dm a n-- Ms. Fa tim a  Er dm a n

Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Isobel Heller  MD-- Pr of . Isobel Heller  MD
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